Three-dimensional phase distribution near the focal plane is demonstrated by cross-section profiles of cophasal surfaces. The phase distribution in the focal plane and the phase anomaly in the focus are discussed in greater detail. Numerical results obtained are arranged systematically with Fresnel numbers sampled between 0.5 and 100, a sampling that covers conventional and unconventional cases.
INTRODUCTION
Phase distribution near the focus when a converging, monochromatic, spherical wave is diffracted at a circular aperture on an opaque screen has been treated by many authors after Gouy's discovery in 1890 of the so-called phase anomaly near the focus.1-The extensive literature related to this subject is cited in Ref. 3 .
Attention is now paid to the same problem, because in a number of publications 5 -' 2 authors have revealed that, in principle, many of the classical results are merely special instances that are covered by more-general laws. For instance, classical authors 3 predicted that the cophasal surfaces in the immediate neighborhood of the focus are nearly plane, while Gouy' argued that a spherical converging light wave passing through its focus undergoes a rapid phase change of ir rad. In this paper, it is shown that the cophasal surfaces near the focus are approximately spherical, that the rapidity of the phase change along a selected geometrical ray through the focus is directly proportional to the Fresnel number of the diffracting aperture, and that therefore Gouy's predictions of phase anomaly near the focus may describe phenomena in focusing systems only when their Fresnel numbers are considerably larger than unity. Moreover, phase distribution in the focal plane needs to be discussed, because in the focal plane an additional parabolic phase factor has to be taken into account if some of the assumptions underlying the classical investigations are modified. 7 The numerical results obtained in this paper are displayed systematically by curves and cross-section profiles with the Fresnel number sampled between 0.5 and 100.
EXPRESSIONS OF PHASE DISTRIBUTION IN THE FOCAL REGION
When a uniform converging spherical wave working at a circular frequency c emerges from a circular aperture in an opaque screen, it is seen that it travels along the z axis toward the geometrical focus at x = y = z = 0 (Fig. 1) . By using the scalar theory of diffraction, it can be predicted that the behavior of the diffracted field is determined by the following parameters: A, amplitude; a, aperture radius; X, wavelength; and f, focal length. The last three parameters can be combined into the Fresnel number N = a 2 /Xf and the f number
In the present investigation, attention is centered on the phase behavior of the diffraction field near the focus, which is, apart from a periodic factor exp(-iwt), given by 
The notation (mod 27r) in Eq. 
(mod 2wr). Fresnel number is much larger than unity. In Fig. 2 (f) (N = 100), phase distribution between two adjacent dark rings of the Airy pattern is practically a constant-a result that may be regarded as classical and one that has not received much attention in the classical investigations. Strictly speaking, a constant phase distribution in any finite area in the focal plane is unobtainable.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL PHASE DISTRIBUTION NEAR THE FOCAL PLANE
In order to illustrate the three-dimensional phase distribution near the focal plane by means of cophasal surfaces, Eq. (2.1) is treated as a transcendental equation, viz., or in terms of Lommel's V functions, i.e., (4.2a) 2xT r= 2 A further point of interest was a study of the curvature of cophasal surfaces at the focus. To undertake this, Eq. (2.1) was transformed into an implicit function with variables r and z, viz., G (z, r; ON) = 0, (4.3) where ON = constant. From this, the said curvature is determined by The complete phase distribution near the focal plane can be found by rotating Fig. 3 around the z axis. After this has been done, the curvature circle in this figure becomes a sphere of radius f. in the Airy pattern, which, when the Fresnel number is far larger than unity, is rather small in comparison with a sphere of radius f. As a result of the limitation of the region of observation, it was logical for the classical authors to conclude that the cophasal surfaces in the immediate neighborhood of the focus are almost plane.
PHASE ANOMALY
In the classical theory of focusing, phase anomaly near the focus is an important subject that has attracted the attention of many investigators during the many years past. After numerous notable investigations, it is now generally accepted 
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, In order to determine the linearity in the phase change described by Eq. (5.2), we introduce a reference wave (geometrical wave). This wave has a linear phase property as observations are made in the region of illumination predicted by geometrical optics and along a ray through the focus, viz., that -a converging spherical wave undergoes a rapid phase change of 7r rad in passing through its focus.' This phenomenon is not only observable in focused light fields 2 4 but also in focused acoustic fields.
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In this section of the present study, the classical predictions concerning phase anomaly near the focus are checked in sys- The quantity A is plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of the Fresnel number N. From this figure it is seen that the phase-anomaly change in the focal point and along the edge of the geometrical shadow attains 7r rad when N> 2, whereas phase anomaly along the axis attains the same amount of variation when N 2 5. The rapidity of this variation [Eq. (5.10) ] is demonstrated in Fig. 6 , from which it is seen that an appreciably rapid phase change occurs in the focus only when N > 10. Therefore Gouy's prediction of the anomalous propagation of phase in the focus, i.e., a converging spherical wave undergoes a rapid 7r rad phase change in passing through its focus, may describe phenomenon in focusing systems only when their Fresnel numbers are considerably larger than unity. ACKNOWLEDGMENT I wish to thank E. Wolf for numerous helpful discussions concerning the subject matter of the present paper.
